While Internet traffic is currently dominated by elastic data transfers, it is anticipated that streaming applications will rapidly develop and contribute a significant amount of traffic in the near future. Therefore, it is essential to understand and capture the relation between streaming and elastic traffic behavior. In this paper, we focus on developing simple yet effective approximations to capture this relationship. We study, then, an analytical model to evaluate the end-to-end performance of elastic traffic under multi-queuing system. This model is based on the fluid flow approximation. We assume that network architecture gives the head of priority to real time traffic and shares the remaining capacity between the elastic ongoing flows according to a specific weight.
Introduction
The expansion of mobile communications, the increase of access rates and the convergence of access technologies (which allowed users to access at the same services regardless of the terminal used and where they are) lead to a multiplication of services offered by networks and to an unprecedented growth in the number of users and traffic volumes that they generate.
In addition to its traditional services, there has been interest in supporting real-time communication applications in the packet-based environments. Therefore, we shall distinguish two broad categories of Internet traffic: stream and elastic [1] . Streaming traffic is generated by applications such as Voice over Internet protocol appli-cations (VoIP applications), streaming video, interactive voice, online gaming, and videoconference applications. These applications have strict bandwidth, end-to-end packet delay and jitter requirements for reliable operation. Elastic traffic on the other hand is generated by applications such as file transfer, web-browsing, etc. Since these applications rely on the Transport Control Protocol (TCP) for packet transmission, the traffic generated is elastic in nature. This is because TCP's congestion control adapts to the available capacity in the network (congestion avoidance and slow start adaptive mechanism) and results in an elastic packet transmission rate [2] .
To support both streaming and elastic traffic types, the network's architecture has been evolved beyond the best-effort model. The Diffserv architecture goes towards meeting the distinct quality of service requirements of these two types of traffic [3] . Many studies have been done to perform service's differentiation. Today, several scheduling algorithms are implemented to achieve this process, and are classified into two categories: fixed priority policies and bandwidth sharing-based policies like Weighted Round Robin (WRR) and Weighted Fair Queuing (WFQ) [1] . The composition between the two policies is considered by many telecommunications equipment constructors like Cisco [4] and Huawei [5] . The low-latency queuing (LLQ), for example, is a feature developed by Cisco to bring strict priority queuing (PQ) to class-based weighted fair queuing (CBWFQ) [4] .
Today, with more than two billion Internet users worldwide [6]- [8] , the information and communication technologies are increasingly present in our daily activities. In this context, the interruption of services provided by networks, or even a significant degradation of quality of service, is becoming less and less tolerable. Ensuring the continuity and quality of services is thus a major challenge for network operators.
For operators, the solution is to have a more regular monitoring of their infrastructures and to use traffic engineering techniques to anticipate the degradation of quality of service resulting from the phenomena of congestion. The use of these techniques, however, assumes to have models, theoretical methods and appropriate software tools to predict and control the quality of service of traffic flows.
In the literature, we can basically distinguish two types of models: the packet level models and flow level models. The packet level defines the way in which packets are generated and transported during the communication [9] . The packet level models incorporate many details about the system (Round Trip Times, buffer size, etc.) but generally consider a fixed number of persistent flows [10] . Although these models may be relevant to calculate packet level performance metrics (loss rate or transmission delay for example), they don't consider the dynamic flow-level (the arrival of flows at random times and random amounts of data to be transmitted).
Flow-level models, are an idealized models that include random flow-level dynamics (arrivals and departures of flows) and use highly simplified models of the bandwidth sharing [10] . The complex underlying packet-level mechanisms (congestion control algorithms, packet scheduling, buffer management…), at short-time scales, are then simply represented by a long-term bandwidth sharing policy between ongoing flows [1] .
In general, a flow is defined as a series of packets between a source and a destination having the same transport protocol number and port number [11] . In flow level modelling, a flow is seen like an end-to-end connection between two entities whose rate varies dynamically in each arrival or departure of another flow. We refer to class of flows as all flows of the same service between a source and a destination, having a common rate limitation and the same resources requirements. This paper presents a fluid model to evaluate and qualify performance characteristics of elastic traffic under multi-queuing architecture. In the next section, we present useful results applying to a network whose resources are dedicated for elastic traffic only. Section 3 is devoted to present our analytical model able to evaluate the performance of elastic traffic merging with streaming flows. The results presented in this manuscript are validated by simulations with NS2 in Section 4.
Bandwidth Sharing with Elastic Traffic
The network consists of a set of links  where each link l has a capacity l C . A random number of elastic flows compete for the bandwidth of these links. Let E be the set of elastic flow classes. Elastic flows are generally characterized by their maximum bit rate and the mean size of the file that is transferred. For each elastic class-i flows ( i E ∈ ), we define:
The mean volume transferred by flows. 
Single Rate Limits
In this section, we will suppose that all classes have the same maximum bit rate
 be the maximum number of flows that can be allocated exactly d units on the link. Above this limit, congestion occurs and flows equally share the link capacity C . Our system will be identical to a "Processor sharing" queue. We note by x the total number of flows presented in the link.
The average number of flows for each class i E ∈ is given as follows [1] : 
is the probability of 0 x = . It is given by:
Multi Rate Limits
As there are many class of flows with different transmission rate, the evolution of the number of flows depends on how link capacity is allocated. Most work has focused on so-called utility based allocations, where bandwidth is shared so as to maximize some utility function of the instantaneous flow rates [12] . Examples of such allocations are classical max-min fairness [13] and Kelly's proportional fairness [14] . In general, the analysis of a network operating under these allocations scheme is quite difficult. One reason is that they do not lead to an explicit expression for the steady state distribution, which determines the typical number of competing flows of each class [15] . It turns out that, for the flow-level dynamics, that we are interested in, proportional fairness can be well approximated by the slightly different notion of balanced fairness [16] - [18] . The notion of balanced fairness was introduced by Bonald and Proutière as a means to approximately evaluate the performance of fair allocations like max-min fairness and proportional fairness in wired networks. A key property of balanced fairness is its insensitivity: the steady state distribution is independent of all traffic characteristics beyond the traffic intensity [15] . The only required assumption is that flows arrive as a Poisson process, which is indeed satisfied in practice. Nevertheless, the balanced fairness allocation remains complex to be used in a practical context as it requires the calculation of the probability of all possible states of the system, and thus it faces the combinatorial explosion of the space of states for large networks [2] . In [12] , Bonald et al. propose a recursive algorithm to evaluate performance metrics, in which it is possible to identify congested network links for each system status. Although this algorithm makes it possible to calculate an accurate performance metrics, it is only applicable on some special cases. For complex networks, identification of saturated links is not always feasible. Another approach has been proposed in [19] by Bonald et al. to resolve this problem. Under the assumption that the flows do not have a peak rate, the authors propose explicit approximations of key performance metrics in any network topology. In practice, flows generally have a peak rate that is typically a function of the user access line.
In [2] and [9] , we proposed some approximations to effectively calculate performance metrics under balanced fairness without requiring the evaluation of individual probabilities of states. These approximations are based on numerical observations and are practically applicable for all network topologies. Then, the average number of flows for each class i E ∈ can be approximated as follows [2] :
is the probability of the set
is written as follows:
And: 
General Network Expansion
Let us now consider general networks where several flow classes cross various links.
Identical Rate Limits
The average number of class-i flows can be approximated as follows [3] :
where
is the probability of the set 
With:
And
Multi Rate Limits
The average number of class-i flows can be approximated as follows [2] :
And:
Integration of Streaming and Data Traffic under Multi-Queuing Networks
Little work has been devoted to evaluate the performances of elastic traffic in the existence of streaming flows. In [20] , Bonald and Proutière offer an insensitive upper bound for the performances of TCP flows in a network where streaming flows are TCP-friendly and fairly share the bandwidth with elastic flows. In practice, as there are different requirements in term of quality of service, the two types of traffic cannot have the same amount of resources.
The authors of [21] - [23] are interested in the performance evaluation of elastic flows in a network where streaming traffic are adaptive and non-priority. In [21] and [24] , the authors justified the need for an appropriate admission control mechanism for streaming flows to guarantee a minimum rate for elastic flows.
In [25] , Malhotra proposed a model with priority queues giving the high priority to streaming traffic. He assumed that streaming and elastic traffic have the same peak rate and the capacity left over from serving streaming flows is equally divided among the elastic traffic flows. The approximation given by Malhotra to evaluate the average number of low priority traffic focus basically on the total workload and it is sensitive to the detailed characteristics of traffic. In practice, the network traffic has not the same peak rate, which makes this approximation inapplicable in a real context.
Although that many operators use nowadays the composition between priority queues and bandwidth sharing-based queues to handle the requirements of all traffic in term of quality of service, the existing work on flow modelling of such integration (integration between streaming and data traffic) did not treat this case. In this context, we propose a flow-level model to evaluate the performance of elastic traffic under such multi-queuing system. We assume that network architecture gives the head of priority to real time traffic and shares the remaining capacity between the elastic ongoing flows according to a specific weight.
The Model
The network consists of a set of links L where each link l has a capacity l C . A random number of streaming and elastic flows compete for the bandwidth of these links. Let E be the set of elastic flow classes and S the set of streaming flow classes. Each class k is characterized by a route k R consisting of a set of links. When link l is on route k R we use the natural notation ) be the elastic load (respectively the streaming load) offered to a link l .
To maintain the stability of the system, we assume that the total load of each link l ∈  is strictly inferior to its capacity:
In a similar way to the configuration of Internet routers, at the entrance of every link l , there is a LLQ queue combining a priority queue with a number of The priority queue is devoted to streaming flows, which have strict bandwidth and delay requirements that can be met if the requested capacity is allocated to them completely. Streaming flows whose requirements can-not be met will be blocked rather than allow them into the system and jeopardize the performance of real time traffic. The strict priority, coupled with an admission control (to limit the overall volume of streaming traffic) is generally considered sufficient to meet the quality of service requirements of the underlying audio and video applications [24] .
Elastic traffic is distributed throughout the WFQ queues. We assume that each WFQ queue is characterized by a Code Point. A Code Point is an integer that distinguishes WFQ queues from each other. Along its path, each elastic flow pass on queues having the same Code Point.
Analysis
Initially, the capacity of each linkl is fully allocated to the streaming flows. Once this capacity is totally occupied, the real-time traffic will be blocked. The steady probability of s x is given then by:
where:
Let l n the quantity of the capacity l C used by streaming flows: For each l ∈  , it is important to note that for l l l l C n C ψ − ≤ ≤ , there is at least one virtual link whose capacity is not enough to handle its load. Thus, if the probability
is not negligible, it will make our model "unstable" and the performance of elastic traffic unpredictable. Therefore, to maintain a maximum stability, which is the main objective of the network administrators in the IP network design phase, we assume that every capacity l C is fixed in such way that l C P is negligible (In Section 4 we will suppose that 
, this virtual link seems to be always occupied. If
we say that there is a "local instability" on the link l . Therefore l C P can be called the local instability probability of the link l.
The performances of TCP flows will be studied under a quasi-stationary assumption: For every state of s x , the number of flows for each elastic class evolves rapidly and attains a stationary regime.
First Case: Elastic Flows with the Same Maximum Bit Rate Using the Same Queue
Elastic traffic is distributed throughout these links in such that all flows with the same maximum bit rate pass on the same virtual link. Let C n , this capacity will be shared on the other virtual links according to their weight. Let
be the probability that the virtual link number k of the link l is empty when streaming flows used a quantity of resources equal to l n on this link.
is given using (12) as follows:
with:
Example 1:
We assume that for a link l , . The mean capacity for the first virtual link of this link l is given by:
Example 2:
We assume that for a link l , 3
The mean capacity for the first virtual link of this link l is given by:
The expression of
C n will be more complex for values of l M higher than 3. A simple approximation can be given to calculate the mean capacity of each virtual link m of a link l as follows:
This approximation is based on numerical observations: we compared the exact solution of the mean capacity for each virtual link and the value given by the approximation (27) for many cases and the error rate doesn't ex-ceed 5% for a very low traffic and it is negligible for medium and high traffic. If we take into account the instability of some virtual links, the mean capacity left for a virtual link m of a link l is approximately given by [1] :
Second Case: Elastic Flows with Different Maximum Bit Rate Using the Same Queue
Flows with different maximum bit rate can be passed through the same queue. The elastic traffic is differentiated then according the service's type and no according to the maximum bit rate of the flows. The Equation (28) that gives the mean capacity left for a virtual link m of a link l doesn't change. Nevertheless, 
The approximation proposed is completely insensitive to both the service time distribution of stream traffic and the file size distribution of elastic traffic. This is an extremely useful property for operators in that it suggests that provisioning does not depend on the precise characteristics of applications which can change quite radically over time.
Validation of the Analytical Model by Means of Simulations
To validate our results, we apply the approximation proposed in the previous section to two specific network topologies: Linear network and tree network. In all graphs below, we plot a comparison between the analytical model and the exact model of the average flow throughput. The accuracy of our approximation is verified from the relative error defined as:
In the following, the probability l C P is expressed in percentage ( ( ) % 100
l l C C P P = * ). We note by q li the queue situated at the entrance of the link of capacity i C .
Linear Network
We consider the linear network presented in Figure 1 . All queues considered are LLQ queues and their confi-gurations are illustrated in Table 1 . Two streaming flow-classes and five elastic flow-classes compete for the resources of the network. Figure 2 plots a comparison between the analytical results and the simulation results of the average flow throughput as a function of the percentage of 2 C P for the first and the third class flows. As expected, the local instability affects badly the average flow throughput for each class. The capacity of links can be then fixed according to the total load passing through it and the level of QoS that we aim to provide for elastic traffic.
We can note that for values of 2 C P inferior to 11%, the two results are very close: the error rate does not exceed 3% for both classes, and it seems a little bit inferior to 1% when 2 C P is less than 5%. This observation confirms our results and proves that in a stable system where 2 C P remains negligible, our approximation estimates very well the performance of the elastic traffic under multi-queuing system.
Tree Network
Now let us consider the tree network illustrated in Figure 3 . Five streaming flow-classes and ten elastic flow-classes compete for the resources of the network. Table 3 gives the parameters values of traffic crossing this network. All queues are LLQ and their configurations are illustrated in Table 4 . In a stable zone, where 6 C P is less than 12%, we observe that the relative error is less than 2% for both classes which confirms the good behavior of our approximation.
In practice, link bandwidth is not shared as precisely as assumed in the fluid models. TCP uses some algorithms (Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance…) to control congestion inside the network and restrict the throughput of flows. However, for large scale networks we maintain that fluid models provide "very valuable insight into the impact on performance of traffic characteristics" [26] . The insensitivity of average performance to the detailed statistical properties of connections is of great importance for network engineering. This property is likely The problem that we studied reflects the reality (and the complexity) of the Internet multimedia processes with heterogeneous flows, differentiated classes of services and different transport protocols. The expression given to evaluate the average end-to-end throughput of elastic traffic under a multi-queuing system using a quasi-stationary assumption is precise and allows a generalization for large networks with a reasonable computation time.
Another key result is that the approximation proposed is insensitive to detailed traffic characteristics. This is particularly important for data network engineering since performance can be predicted from an estimate of overall traffic volume alone and is independent of changes in the mix of user applications. We expect results such as those presented in this paper to eventually lead to simple and robust traffic engineering rules and performance evaluation methods that are lacking for data networks.
